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Austin’s reworks showcases furniture
at famous Round Top Antique Show, March 23-April 7
AUSTIN—Furniture and home accessories designer and fabricator reworks will load its
distinctive and elegant pieces into a moving truck, while the owners pack up their rented
recreational vehicle, and head to the world-famous Round Top Antique Show, where
they will be from March 23- April 7.
reworks will take many of its newest furniture pieces and some familiar favorites to the
show, including baluster sconces, fluted steel cocktail tables, hand-forged decorative
trays, ring pendant lights, and more.
The Round Top Antique Show is one of the largest bi-annual antique and retail buying
fairs in the country, and it encompasses thousands of shows spanning across six small
rural communities at a midpoint between Houston and Austin. reworks will be at the
Blue Hills show, located on HWY 237.
reworks founders Chotsie Gregson and Willem Sypesteyn have been selling their highend home furnishings and accessories at the Round Top Antique Show for three years,
and they have one of the most elaborately-staged spaces at Blue Hills.
“We take the time to set up faux walls, stage the furniture and accessories, and make
everything look and feel like it would in an actual storefront,” Gregson says. “It makes
reworks memorable, and allows our customers to enjoy a more soothing and
comfortable shopping environment.”
Blue Hills at Round Top features more than 60 vendors on a 24-acre pasture and event
venue. Admission and parking are free. Roll’en Hills moving company will be on-site to
help customers load up purchased items. For more info about Blue Hills and directions,
please visit www.bluehillsatroundtop.com.
For real-time updates on reworks news, events, and happenings, visit www.reworksworks.com, Like reworks on Facebook, www.facebook.com/reworksaustin, and follow
reworks on Twitter @reworksatx, www.twitter.com/reworksaustin.

About reworks
reworks is a company of artisans and craftspeople who design and fabricate furniture,
lighting, and home accessories from beautiful and unusual objects sourced from around
the world, distinctive raw materials, and architectural remnants. reworks creates custom,
high-end classic and limited edition home and commercial furnishings including tables,
lighting fixtures, mirrors, and home accessories for select clients including architects
and interior designers. reworks’ pieces are available through a small number of
exclusive retail outlets, select shows such as the Round Top Antiques Show, and
through private consultations/appointments at its Austin workshop, which is located at
2401 Thornton Road. For more information, please visit www.reworks-works.com or call
512-	
  330-0825.
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